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“Despite a distinct lack of enthusiasm among UK
consumers, the market value of the major spring/summer
retail events continued to rise in 2017, with spending
reaching an estimated £2.2 billion. The growth in
consumer spending was driven by increased average spend
per customer, with Valentine’s Day shoppers in particular
spending significantly more in 2017.”
– Samantha Dover, Retail Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Can retailers boost appeal of spring/summer events?
Utilising online to capture seasonal spending
When and where should retailers target shoppers?

The spring/summer season includes a number of key events for retailers. In total we estimate that
these events were worth £2.2 billion to retailers in 2017, with sales of gift products for these occasions
up 8.9% on 2016. This growth was driven by increased average spending per consumer, as people are
increasingly trading up their purchases to higher value products and experiences, likely driven in part
by the social pressure that the majority of consumers feel to purchase seasonal gifts.
Valentine’s Day is now the biggest event in terms of gifting in the first half of the year, worth an
estimated £620 million. Sales growth on Valentine’s Day gifts outpaced the other major retail events in
2017, with sales up 12.5%. Although Easter was traditionally the biggest spring/summer gifting event,
spending on the occasion now falls behind Valentine’s Day and we estimate that sales of Easter gifts
rose 4.5% to £575 million in 2017. Meanwhile, the Mother’s Day market reached £580 million and
Father’s Day sales reached £410 million.
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Valentine’s shoppers most generous
Figure 57: Average amount spent on products for Spring/Summer events in 2017, July/August 2017
People spend more on seasonal events in 2017
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Figure 58: Average amount spent on products for Spring/Summer events in 2017, 2015-17
Men drive spring/summer spending
Figure 59: Average amount spent on products for Spring/Summer events in 2017, by gender, July/August 2017
Young people spend more on Father’s Day
Figure 60: Average amount spent on products for Spring/Summer events in 2017, by age, July/August 2017
Affluent more engaged in seasonal shopping
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Most consumers plan ahead
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Easter requires more planning
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Week before important for capturing Millennials
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Longer preparation time for those in rural locations
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Attitudes towards the Spring/Summer Events
Most think the spring/summer events are too commercialised
Figure 68: Attitudes towards the Spring/Summer Events, July/August 2017
Seasonal shopping fatigue highest among Easter shoppers
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Older consumers are more negative about seasonal shopping
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Two thirds of 16-24s inspired by social media content
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Experiences important to young people
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Opportunity to drive Father’s Day purchases with social media
Figure 73: Attitudes towards the Spring/Summer Events, by event, July/August 2017
Interest in personalisation peaks amongst Valentine’s Day shoppers
Figure 74: Attitudes towards the Spring/Summer Events, by event, July/August 2017

Spring/Summer Events – Target Groups
Split opinions on the spring/summer retail events
Figure 75: Attitudes towards the Spring/Summer Events, target groups, July/August 2017
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Key characteristics
Experience Seekers
Content Shoppers
Seasonal Sceptics
Price Conscious
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Methodology
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